Controller Consultant

- Understand how to best manage your controllers.
- Do they need tuning?
- Are they over-tuned?

OpMode

- Use machine learning yourself and easily define different operating modes on your plant from multiple PVs.

Valve Signature

- Get instant diagnosis of unhealthy valves in your subsea systems.
- Predict possible failures and optimise interventions.

Wax Intelligence

Determine if your process is building up wax, real-time and historical.

Well Intelligence

Optimise your choke positions to gain more production without changing anything else.
Create high resolution Process & Instrumentation Diagram schematics with data bound animations to give a real-time picture of your plants performance.

A trending package which immerses you in your process data.

Configure data sources then switch between multiple views for in depth analysis.

Alarm Analysis has unparalleled Bad Actor diagnosis. Listing the Top 20 alarms is informative in terms of where the problem lies, but is of no help in actually diagnosing the problem on each tag.

Facit aggregates alarms and alerts into an intuitive dashboard to allow easy tracking, work flow management and automatic task auditing.